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― 
 

DeFiYield is one of the leading smart contract auditing providers 

focused on checking security of DeFi projects and the world's only 

crypto asset management dashboard featuring user protection 

against interactions with risky smart contracts.  

Our first audits were conducted back in July 2020, shortly after the 

yield farming industry boomed, bringing impressive return 

opportunities for users. At the same time, scams happened every 

day and users were not protected against them in any way. No one 

performed yield-farming-focused audits at the time and a lot of 

projects were launching without even doing proper internal audits. 

This is why DeFiYield took the lead and has been developing and 

pushing security standards in the community since then. 
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Project Name Defrost Finance 

Blockchain Avalanche 

Language Solidity 

Scope 
Defrost Finance a DeFi protocol offering the first 

stablecoin native to Avalanche, collateral vaults and 

farming. MELT is the governance and reward token. 
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― 
Code source: SNOWTRACE 

23 smart contracts deployed on Avalanche were analysed to check 

the availability of code vulnerabilities: 

Solidity 

 

• DefrostToken 

• Coin 

• smeltSavingsFarm 

• collateralVault (1) 

• defrostFactory 

• collateralVault (2) 

• collateralVault (3) 

• collateralVault (4) 

• collateralVault (5) 

• collateralVault (6) 

• collateralVault (7) 

• collateralVault (8) 

• collateralVault (9) 

• collateralVault (10) 

• collateralVault (11) 

• TokenFarm 

https://snowtrace.io/
https://snowtrace.io/token/0x47EB6F7525C1aA999FBC9ee92715F5231eB1241D
https://snowtrace.io/token/0x026187BdbC6b751003517bcb30Ac7817D5B766f8
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x16cbee9d1da7f89001392f26f62933d9fd554f8d
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x5d74c250450cd07ae01e7d461cf8315f8b2ef8b2
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x2eAE69C3fD455b5F477A8E0C98575D4D81D5A02E#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x92b7c39f42a9700d2b0055d8ace86235a43bac6d#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x29bc14d1720f8ba74b7e62e223fbd79af90b3ae0#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xc0dcbf0a862a5a09aa49379c8183b763d8cfc474
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x88954f401b29e4c0b66f5f70e87b5e52eee3699f
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x1f0ccbcea6625e74b62d5c09edc1cd527ae7e28d
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x88954f401b29e4c0b66f5f70e87b5e52eee3699f
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x1526ab60ed1cc0a6becb64219469ef4730862820
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x03827feabe06a38837d07819930382ea343464bb
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x8816f343768b4edc742589503fd46dbec36696b0
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xb92f7934452c36a2d1d17f4e0e4eb0899f96d777#code
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• TeamDistribute 

• superCurveAv3 

•  superQiAvax 

• superQiErc20 (1) 

• superQiErc20  (2) 

• superQiErc20 (3) 

• superQiErc20 (4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xf5b609806e91a251498374a4df81cb1698496d4b#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x9e1b08e3b04ecdb092ecfce0fa7bf9d6b2b68781#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xb542c870356b3111337d072d3fd270c68468bfac#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x9ecf784db7ac647255259ed713bb971f9439b3e7#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x51009d121595bde06e476c4cfff5cc097253cf0e
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xa4562ea244a0fa7d08ba2033928745b9beaa49b3
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xfa2c959c082fb7e28c7aab9053950a178d1769c3#code
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Severity Count Resolved Acknowledge
d 

Title

1 - -  - Pausing user funds 

withdrawal 

12 -  -  - A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters 

- A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

12 -  -  - Division before 

multiplication 

44 

 

 

-  -  - Incorrect Solidity 

version 

- Missing Events 

Arithmetic 

82 

 

-  - - Public function that 

should be declared 

external  

- Missing Zero Address 

Validation 

- A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters 

- Code with no effects 

- Not inheriting from 

standard ERC20 

libraries and 

contracts 

* Acknowledged means that the issue was addressed to the project's team, but they don't define 

it as a problem: a) the code was designed in the way intentionally b) the code doesn't cause 

any issues for security and functioning of the smart contract. 
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― 
 

 

 

 

DeFiYield’s system for manual smart contract code auditing is 

based on experience from analyzing hundreds of malicious and 

vulnerable smart contracts. The system allows the DeFiYield 

auditors to consistently go through all smart contract elements and 

their combinations most frequently used to steal user funds. 

Issues covered:  

Minting to a dangerous destination 

Infinite token supply 

Dangerous token migration 

Pausing token transfers anytime for unlimited period 

Pausing token transfer for limited period (defined in the contract) 

Pausing funds withdrawals (Centralized pausing for any funds 

withdrawals) 

Pausing funds withdrawals with emergency withdrawal available 

Proxy patterns 

Funds lock with centralized control 
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Unfair token distribution: high % of team rewards 

Suspicious functions 

Insufficient timelock for important contract changes 

Overprivileged role 

a. The privileged EOA can call a function that allows to withdraw 

all staked in the contract funds to a needed address; 

b. The privileged EOA can change address of token reward 

distribution; 

c. The privileged EOA can change location of staked user funds; 

Unrestricted fee setting 

a. withdrawal fee can be set up to 100%;   

b. user reward fee can be decreased; 

c. Team reward increased without any limitations in centralized 

way;  

d. Other protocol fees with unexpected security consequences) 

Using a singular exchange as a price source 

Insufficient Validation 

Uncollateralized share token minting 

Unprotected function  

Custom token standard 

 

DeFiYield’s Scanner 
The Scanner was designed by DeFiYield for automated smart 

contract security checks covering most of common smart contract 

weaknesses. Moreover, it detects DeFi-specific smart contract 

vulnerabilities and malicious functions that are the most frequent 

reasons of rug pulls and hacker attacks. 
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Technique applied: syntax tree code representation checked 

against bug patterns. 

Issues covered:  

 Unverified contracts unlimited minting to a malicious 

destination 

 Dangerous token migration 

 Pausing token transfers anytime for unlimited period 

 Pausing token transfer for limited period (defined in the 

contract) 

 Pausing funds withdrawals (centralized pausing for any funds 

withdrawals) 

 Pausing funds withdrawals with emergency withdrawal 

available 

 Proxy patterns 

 Funds lock with centralized control 

 Overprivileged role 

 Unrestricted centralized fee and reward setting  

 Modifying storage array by value  

 The order of parameters in a shift instruction is incorrect 

 Multiple constructor schemes 

 Contract's name reused 

 Public mappings with nested variables 

 Right-To-Left-Override control character is used 

 State variables shadowing 
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 Functions allowing anyone to destruct the contract 

 Uninitialized state variables 

 Uninitialized storage variables 

 Unprotected upgradeable contract 

 Functions that send Ether to arbitrary destination 

 Tainted array length assignment 

 Controlled delegatecall destination 

 Reentrancy vulnerabilities (theft of ethers) 

 Signed storage integer array compiler bug 

 Unchecked tokens transfer 

 Weak PRNG 

 Detect dangerous enum conversion 

 Incorrect ERC20 interfaces 

 Incorrect ERC721 interfaces 

 Dangerous strict equalities 

 Contracts that lock ether 

 Deletion on mapping containing a structure 

 State variables shadowing from abstract contracts 

 Tautology or contradiction 

 Unused write 

 Misuse of Boolean constant 

 Constant functions using assembly code 
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 Constant functions changing the state 

 Imprecise arithmetic operations order 

 Reentrancy vulnerabilities (no theft of ethers) 

 Reused base constructor 

 Dangerous usage of tx.origin 

 Unchecked low-level calls 

 Unchecked send 

 Uninitialized local variables 

 Unused return values 

 Modifiers that can return the default value 

 Built-in symbol shadowing; Local variables shadowing 

 Uninitialized function pointer calls in constructors 

 Local variables used prior their declaration 

 Constructor called not implemented 

 Multiple calls in a loop 

 Missing Events Access Control 

 Missing Events Arithmetic 

 Dangerous unary expressions 

 Missing Zero Address Validation 

 Benign reentrancy vulnerabilities 

 Reentrancy vulnerabilities leading to out-of-order Events 

 Dangerous usage of block.timestamp 
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 Assembly usage 

 Assert state change 

 Comparison to boolean constant 

 Deprecated Solidity Standards 

 Un-indexed ERC20 event parameters 

 Function initializing state variables 

 Low level calls 

 Missing inheritance 

 Conformity to Solidity naming conventions 

 If different pragma directives are used 

 Redundant statements 

 Incorrect Solidity version 

 Unimplemented functions 

 Unused state variables 

 Costly operations in a loop 

 Functions that are not used 

 Reentrancy vulnerabilities through send and transfer 

 Variable names are too similar 

 Conformance to numeric notation best practices 

 State variables that could be declared constant 

 Public function that could be declared external 
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Issues that can directly cause a loss of underlying funds with 

high probability. These issues must be removed ASAP.

There is a possibility of negative impacts on funds managed 

by the smart contract when certain conditions come into 

action.

Issues that affect contract functionality without causing 

financial losses, must be addressed by the developers.

The issues must be addressed to follow the best SC coding 

practice.

The issues refer to the best SC coding practice and don’t 

cause any problems with using SCs. Their handling depends 

on the decision of the dev team. 

 

 

 

Metrics Features 

Documentation 

Whitepaper or another tech doc describing the project.

Matching of the deployed code with the code published on 

Github. 

Completeness and usefulness of code commenting. 

Coverage of SC functions. 

Code requirement traceability. 

Team and Team anonymity / openness.
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Development 
History 

Closed / open software repository. 

SCs can be easily found in the project's sources. 

Development history: How old is the repo? How many devs 

are commiting to the repo and with what frequency? 

On-Chain 
Activity 

Use of mixers for money laundering.

Are the SCs used actively? 

Social Media 
Analysis 

Team commits: posts, commenting. 

Community activity: likes, retweets, replies. 

Quality 
Assurance 

Testing: 

1) Test reports available; 

2) Test scripts and instructions are given. 

Audits done by 3d parties prior to the contract deployment. 

Token 
Distribution 

Major EOA holders (>15% tokens per 1 private holder). 

Automated check. 

Governance 
Do users participate in governance? 

Governance type. 
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This audit part is focused on quality of smart protocol 

documentation and code commenting. 

The key aspects assessed are: 

• Matching of the deployed code with the code published on 

Github; 

• Availability of a whitepaper or another technical document 

  describing functionality of the project and the system of it’s 

  smart contracts in detail; 

• Completeness and usefulness of code commenting; 

• Coverage of SC functions in the documentation; 

• Code requirement traceability. 

 

 

The project team’s positioning, behavior with the community and 

development history of the project can be very informative points 

for understanding if the project is open, community-oriented, fast-

reacting on external warnings and therefore safe. In order to 

answer these questions, DeFiYield checks:  

• Team anonymity / openness 

• Is the project’s software repository closed or open? 

• The SCs can be found either on the project's website, or on its 

  GitBook, or in the README of its software repository 

• Development history: How old is the repo? How many devs are 

  commiting to the repo and with what frequency? 
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In this part we check: 

• Use of mixers such as Tornado cash for money laundering 

purposes, which is a common practice of scam projects. They 

often use mixers to pay for deployment of smart contracts, 

covering traces in that way.  

• Are the SCs used actively? (Number of transactions executed with 

the SCs in the last 30 days.) If the project’s smart contracts have 

not been used in the last 30 days, the project can be considered 

abandoned. 

 

 

Activity of the project team in social media and the way it 

interacts with users there can say a lot about real intentions and 

goals of the project. If the team members don’t react to 

questions, requests and warnings of the community, and don't 

make any content commitments, users should be worried.  

When analysing social media of the project we consider:  

• Team commits: frequency and quality of posts, commenting; 

• Community reactions: likes, retweets, replies. 

 

 

In this section it’s important to check if the project has a full suite 

of tests, scripts to run them and test reports.  
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Also, we check if there are audits done by 3d parties prior to 

deployment of the contracts. 

 

 

If there are EOAs holding large shares of the token (one private 

owner has more than 15% of the token total supply), there is a risk 

they will sell off their tokens dumping the price.  

This feature is checked automatically with the DeFiYield smart 

contract safety  checker. 

 

 

A selected governance type reflects the role of the community in 

the project’s decision making processes and the decentralization 

degree:   

• In off-chain governance, after a decision is approved on the 

community level through voting, it must be integrated into the 

protocol’s code by the dev team.  

• In on-chain systems, governance voting rules are hardcoded into 

the protocol, meaning any protocol changes being voted for by the 

community are bridged with the code and performed 

automatically. 

Along with the governance type, we analyze:  

• Functions under the governance; 

• If the community controls the project’s treasury; 
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• If the governance contract controls other contracts; 

• Timelock implementation;  

• Timelock length (For user security it must be >24h); 

• If the dev team can veto over community decisions; 

• History of the governance process: availability of cases when the 

  team ignored the will of the community. 
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― 

 

 

Address: 0x47EB6F7525C1aA999FBC9ee92715F5231eB1241D 

Purpose: The contract for MELT – the project’s token used for farming, 

staking and rewarding users;  

Owner: No owner 

Features: There are no roles eligible for calling privileged functions.  

 

Issues Found 

 

Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x47EB6F7525C1aA999FBC9ee92715F5231eB1241D#code
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Description: Using the old version (0.5.0, 0.5.16) prevents access to new 

Solidity security checks. 

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Code with no effects (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 135

Description: The contract contains 2 internal functions that are not used.

Location: _burn(), _burnFrom()

Recommendations: Removing the unused code 

Status Unresolved 

 

Not inheriting from standard ERC20 libraries and contracts 

 

Severity: 
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SCW ID: -

Description: As OpenZeppelin contracts and libraries have been battle-

tested, it’s safer to import and inherit from them compared to 

manually writing ERC20 functionalities. 

Recommendations: Using standard ERC20 libraries and contracts from 

OpenZeppelin  

Status Unresolved 

 

    

 

Address: 0x026187BdbC6b751003517bcb30Ac7817D5B766f8 

Purpose: The contract of the project’s stablecoin H2O

Owner: No owner 

Features: There is no role eligible for calling privilege functions.  

 

Issues Found 

 

Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x026187BdbC6b751003517bcb30Ac7817D5B766f8#code
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SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

 

 

Address: 0x16cbeE9D1dA7F89001392F26F62933D9fD554F8d 

Purpose: The contract for staking MELT and rewarding users with MELT 

and H2O 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

renounceOwnership() 

transferOwnership() 

setHalt()  

The Origin address can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x16cbee9d1da7f89001392f26f62933d9fd554f8d
file:///D:/Gorian/Defiyield/auditing/0xa86C1F667720C9a0b1691C199A62147309A72160
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setFarmFlag()  

setFarmTime() 

setMineRate() 

setInterestMaxMinRatio() 

setInterestInfo() 

getbackLeftMiningToken() 

 

Issues Found 

  

Pausing funds withdrawal 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 191

Description: When setHalt() sets the halted variable to true, withdrawals are 

paused. In this way, the origin EOAs can block users from 

withdrawing their staked funds anytime and for unlimited 

period. 

Location: setHalt() 

Recommendations:  Adding the emergencyWithdraw function 

Status: Unresolved 
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement() 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x3) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.
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Location: setHalt(),setFarmFlag(),setMineRate()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 
Missing zero address validation (x3) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: constructor._farm, constructor._melt, constructor._h2o, 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 
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Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using the old version (0.5.0, 0.5.16) prevents access to new 

Solidity security checks. 

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-d

Description: setFarmFlag() changes the enableFarm boolean. Users are 

assigned farming rewards only when it’s set to true. 

Location: setFarmFlag() 

Recommendations:  Warning users about the possibility to disable farming in the 

project’s documentation 
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Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external

Location: getbackLeftMiningToken()

Recommendations: The function should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

Code with no effects (x4) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 135
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Description: The contract code contains libraries and a contract that are not 

inherited and not called by the analysed contact.

Location: The Operator contract, the whiteListAddress, whiteListUint32 

and whiteListUint256 libraries

Recommendations: Removing the unused code 

Status Unresolved 

 
 

 

Address: 0x5D74c250450cD07AE01e7D461cF8315f8b2eF8b2 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x5d74c250450cd07ae01e7d461cf8315f8b2ef8b2
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

setHalt() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 
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Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.
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Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 
 

 

 

Address: 0xBaa97b771260cF74b52e721FFE0d461512199cF1 

Purpose: Creating vaults 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

createVault() 

createSystemCoin() 

transferOrigin() 

 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

 

Address: 0x2eAE69C3fD455b5F477A8E0C98575D4D81D5A02E 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x2eAE69C3fD455b5F477A8E0C98575D4D81D5A02E#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  
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Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 
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Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Address: 0x92b7C39F42a9700d2B0055d8aCE86235A43BAC6D 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x92b7c39f42a9700d2b0055d8ace86235a43bac6d#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  
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Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

 

Address: 0x29BC14D1720f8ba74B7e62E223FBd79AF90B3Ae0 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x29bc14d1720f8ba74b7e62e223fbd79af90b3ae0#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  
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Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

 

Address: 0xC0DCbF0a862a5A09aA49379c8183B763D8cFc474 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xc0dcbf0a862a5a09aa49379c8183b763d8cfc474
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  
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Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

 

 

Address: 0x88954F401b29e4c0b66F5F70E87b5E52eEe3699F 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x88954f401b29e4c0b66f5f70e87b5e52eee3699f
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 
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SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 
 

 

Address: 0x1f0Ccbcea6625e74b62d5C09EdC1cd527AE7e28d 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x1f0ccbcea6625e74b62d5c09edc1cd527ae7e28d
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  
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Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 
 

 

Address: 0x1526aB60eD1CC0A6BEcb64219469eF4730862820 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x1526ab60ed1cc0a6becb64219469ef4730862820
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 
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Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 
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Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Address: 0xb10af51426ca3d83aa488b085010119c119589b5 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x1526ab60ed1cc0a6becb64219469ef4730862820
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184
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Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Address: 0x03827feabe06a38837d07819930382ea343464bb 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x03827feabe06a38837d07819930382ea343464bb
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 
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liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.
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Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Address: 0x8816f343768b4edc742589503fd46dbec36696b0 

Purpose: Leveraging collateral assets to generate H2O(the project’s 

stablecoin) 

Owner: defrostFactory 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

Origin(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setStabilityFee() 

setLiquidationInfo() 

setEmergency() 

setPoolLimitation() 

transferOrigin() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x8816f343768b4edc742589503fd46dbec36696b0#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xbaa97b771260cf74b52e721ffe0d461512199cf1#code
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setOracleAddress() 

 

 

Issues Found 

 

A privileged EOA can change protocol parameters (x2) 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 199-c

Description: The stability fee can be set even to 100% of the minted H2O. By 

system coin repayment and liquidation, the percentage of H2O 

is sent to the Multisig.  

Moreover, _liquidationPenalty can be set by the Origin EOAs 

without any restrictions 

Location: setStabilityFee(), setLiquidationInfo() 

Recommendations: Limiting values liquidation penalty can be set to 

Status: Unresolved 

 

A privileged EOA can replace addresses inside the smart 

contract 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x82a4ffabae9ed1401ac8e53d9c4dd4cd88c9b08c#code
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Severity:  

SCW ID: 198-c

Description: The Origin EOAs can replace the Oracle address. Collateral asset 

prices in vaults of Defrost Finance depend on oracle contracts. 

In case the new oracle is insecure and can cause sharp and 

unpredictable change in price of an asset, this can lead to 

liquidation of user collaterals.  

Currently, the protocol uses avaxSwapOracle. 

Location: setOracleAddress() 

Recommendations: Setting a timelock of 48 h for replacing the oracle address / 

Implementing on-chain governance and managing oracle 

replacements only in the decentralized way (with user voting).  

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Division before multiplication 

 

Severity:  

SCW ID: 156

Description: Performing division before multiplication can cause a loss of 

precision 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x17759af3828fd1de55f9b628f515b161a5bb16c8#code
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Location: _interestSettlement(): 

latestSettleTime = 

currentTime()/_interestInterval*_interestInterval 

Recommendations: Considering ordering multiplication before division 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 
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Missing events arithmetic(x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setHalt(), setOracleAddress()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.
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Location: setOracleAddress(), setHalt()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 
 

 

Address: 0xb92f7934452C36A2D1D17F4e0E4EB0899F96D777 

Purpose: Handling reward distribution for staked MELT 

Owner: smeltSavingsFarm 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

renounceOwnership() 

transferOwnership() 

addAdmin()  

removeAdmin() 

The smeltToken and smeltSavingsFarm are set as admins of 

TokenFarm.  

The Admin role can call: 

getbackLeftMiningToken() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xb92f7934452c36a2d1d17f4e0e4eb0899f96d777#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x16cbee9d1da7f89001392f26f62933d9fd554f8d#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x0f6cf626e5d5c10225385931c7d44f2e64450749#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x16cbee9d1da7f89001392f26f62933d9fd554f8d#code
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getReward() 

update() 

setMineRate() 

setPeriodFinish() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Missing zero address validation (x2) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: constructor._manager, constructor._rewardToken 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 
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Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using the old version (0.5.16) prevents access to new Solidity 

security checks. 

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x3) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184

Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setMineRate(), setPeriodFinish(), getBackLeftMinngToken()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 
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Status Unresolved 

 

 

 
 

 

Address: 0xf5b609806e91a251498374a4dF81cb1698496D4B 

Purpose: The contract collects team rewards allocation: a percentage 

from user rewards is automatically sent to the contract when 

users call withdraw() in defrostFarmJoeFixedRatio. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

renounceOwnership() 

transferOwnership() 

setHalt() 

setMultiUsersInfo() 

The Origin addresses can call: 

transferOrigin() 

setRewardToken() 

getbackLeftReward() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xf5b609806e91a251498374a4df81cb1698496d4b#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3b3ddaf30cc4b34a3d3449c8505625197b33cccf#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x550607084493da6101bc3270c76c7b17054e38ff
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setMultiUsersInfo() 

resetUserRatio() 

setUserStatus() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using the old version (0.5.0, 0.5.16) prevents access to new 

Solidity security checks. 

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Public function that should be declared external (x9) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 184
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Description: To save gas, all functions that are not used by other functions 

of the contract should be declared external.

Location: setHalt(), getBackLeftReward(), setRewardToken(), 

setMultiUsersInfo(), ressetUserRatio(), setUserstatus(), 

claimableBalanceOf(), claimReward(), inputTeamReward()

Recommendations: The functions should be declared external. 

Status Unresolved 

 

 

 

Missing events arithmetic(x3) 

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 167

Description: There are no events for key operations.

Location: setRewardToken(), setMultiUsersInfo(). ressetUserRatio()

Recommendations: Add events as their absence will make it difficult to work with 

the contract for third-party applications. 

Status Unresolved 
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Address: 0x9e1b08e3b04ecdb092ecfce0fa7bf9d6b2b68781 

Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x9e1b08e3b04ecdb092ecfce0fa7bf9d6b2b68781#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 
Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 
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Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

 

Address: 0xB542C870356B3111337d072d3fD270c68468bFac 

Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xb542c870356b3111337d072d3fd270c68468bfac#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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setOracleAddress() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 
Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 
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Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 

 

 

Address: 0x9ecf784db7ac647255259ed713bb971f9439b3e7 

Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x9ecf784db7ac647255259ed713bb971f9439b3e7#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 
Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 
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Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Address: 0x51009d121595bde06e476c4cfff5cc097253cf0e 

Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x51009d121595bde06e476c4cfff5cc097253cf0e#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 
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Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Address: 0xa4562ea244A0Fa7D08bA2033928745b9bEAa49b3 

Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xa4562ea244a0fa7d08ba2033928745b9beaa49b3#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 
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deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 
Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 

 

Address: 0xfa2c959c082fB7E28C7aaB9053950a178d1769C3 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0xfa2c959c082fb7e28c7aab9053950a178d1769c3#code
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Purpose: A Super Vault that allows compounding. 

Owner: EOA 

Features: The owner of the contract can call: 

transferOwnership() 

setOracleAddress() 

The Origin addresses 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) can call: 

setFeePoolAddress() 

setSlipRate() 

setFeeRate() 

setSwapRoutingPathInfo() 

setReward() 

transferOrigin() 

setOracleAddress() 

 

Issues Found 

 
Incorrect solidity version  

 

Severity: 

https://snowtrace.io/address/0x3cd5854fe3a13707b7882d8290d3cae793a7751a
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SCW ID: 177 

Description: Using complex pragma statements and old solidity versions 

should be avoided.  

Recommendations: Using the latest Solidity version available by the contract 

deployment (^0.8.0) 

Status: Unresolved 

 
Missing zero address validation  

 

Severity: 

SCW ID: 168 

Description: If called incorrectly, the lack of verification for a null address 

may disrupt the normal operation of the contract. 

Location: superToken.constructor._FeePool 

Recommendations: A check for a zero address should be applied for the functions 

listed 

Status: Unresolved 
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Total supply: 

MELT: 100,000,000 

H2O: minted when users stake different LP tokens or pool tokens in collateral 

vaults.  

Team reward:  

Team and advisor rewards, counted as a percentage of user rewards per day, 

depend on TVL of farming pools. The bigger TVL, the bigger reward 

percentage is assigned to the team (up to 10%).  

Blacklisting abilities: Not available 

Minting: 

MELT: the total supply is already minted. 

H2O: minted when collateral is provided to a collateral vault; 

Migration: Not available 

Proxy patterns: Not available 

Funds lock period: Not available 

Presale: Not available 

Pause: available 

Suspicious functions: Not found 
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Related Smart Contract ID Issue name Category Severity Status 

DefrostToken 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

135 
Code with no 

effects(x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

- 

Not inheriting from 

standard ERC20 

libraries and contracts 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

Coin 177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

smeltSavingsFarm 

191 
Pausing user funds 

withdrawal 
DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-d 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

Info (82)

Low issues (55)

Medium (12)

High (12)

Critical (1)
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167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x3) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation (x3) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

198-d 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

135 
Code with no 

effects(x4) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (1) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

defrostFactory 177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (2) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 
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156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (3) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (4) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 
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184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (5) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (6) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (7) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 
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156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (8) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (9) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 
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184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (10) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

collateralVault (11) 

199-c 

A privileged EOA can 

change protocol 

parameters (x2) 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

198-c 

A privileged EOA can 

replace addresses 

inside the smart 

contract 

DeFi-Specific ✘  Unresolved 

156 
Division before 

multiplication 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

TokenFarm 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation (x2) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x3) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 
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177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

TeamDistribute 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices ✘  Unresolved 

184 

Public function that 

should be declared 

external (x9) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

167 
Missing Events 

Arithmetic (x3) 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superCurveAv3 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superQiAvax 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superQiErc20 (1) 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superQiErc20 (2) 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superQiErc20 (3) 

177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

superQiErc20 (4) 177 
Incorrect Solidity 

version 

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 
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168 
Missing zero address 

validation  

Solidity Coding 

Best Practices 
✘  Unresolved 

 
* Acknowledged means that the issue was addressed to the project's team, but they don't define 

it as a problem: a) the code was designed in the way intentionally b) the code doesn't cause 

any issues for security and functioning of the smart contract. 
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The project explains its purpose and functionality in its Gitbook 

and Medium profile.  

The documentation is on high quality: the project’s functionality is 

explained in detail, addresses of almost all active contracts are 

listed.  

The smart contracts code is partially commented. There is a 

significant amount of functions and variables without any notes.  

Code readability is on a satisfactory level, but some smart 

contracts are poorly structured: they contain large pieces of dead 

code.  

Recommendation:  

- Listing all smart contract addresses in the documentation and 

removing addresses of not used contracts;  

- Writing smart contracts without dead code. 

  

The team is anonymous.  

The software repository is open. 

 

No mixers were used by the project team by deployment of the 

contracts. 

 

https://docs.defrost.finance/mechanisms-and-functions/functions-1
https://medium.com/@Defrost_Finance
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The team is active in social media, posts news and updates 

regularly.  

The community is small and not active. 

 

 

Smart contracts of Defrost Finance have been audited prior to 

deployment by Certik. 

Unit tests are available in the project’s Github repository. 

 

74.8% of MELT distribution is currently held by a Multisig with 5 

signature owners: 

- 0xE8DE567ce466a2B0a3904129cd49091A3B9BB876 

-  0x5570a89eDf3020B448389f6Fe514BB0Dac206e12 

- 0xfa5678fCA5484d31f65854C496126a605066D4bF 

- 0x332574eB2BaeF2dcA057638823382fEA5f30AFF4 

- 0xfBE9072bbeebD4CA809ba2A1EB3131b2401bd758 

In order to approve a transaction, signatures of 3 addresses is 

enough.  

More MELT (10% of the total supply) is located on another Multisig 

wallet, which is planned to be the Reserve Pool. 

5% of the total supply is held by the third Multisig.  

https://github.com/DefrostFinance/Audit-Reports/blob/main/REP-Defrost-Finance-2021-11-10.pdf
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x286f1738d74e6c1005c802c0686bb81796fd5318
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x633037cb95526db7acf838ae57e3bd53cb866cda#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x633037cb95526db7acf838ae57e3bd53cb866cda#code
https://snowtrace.io/address/0x16cbee9d1da7f89001392f26f62933d9fd554f8d
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In this way, 85% of the MELT supply is under control of the Defrost 

team as their 3 private keys are enough to sign and send 

transactions.   

 

Governance is implemented through user voting on Snapshot (1 

MELT = 1 vote).  

Recommendations: transferring to on-chain governance.  
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― 
 

Metrics Metric Score Metric Weight 

Static Analysis 33% 0,5 

Documentation 90% 0,05 

Team and Development History 90% 0,05 

On-Chain Activity 100% 0,15 

Social Media Analysis 90% 0,05 

Quality Assurance 100% 0,05 

Token Distribution 0% 0,1 

Governance 25% 0,05 
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― 
Defrost Finance has been analyzed for security issues and 

vulnerabilities. 23 contracts of the project along with its token 

distribution, governance, documentation, social media activity, 

team and development history were in scope of this audit. 

One critical and 12 high severity issues have been revealed:  

- In the smeltSavingsFarm contract, 2 origin addresses (EOAs) 

can block users from withdrawing their staked tokens trough the 

setHalt() function at any time; 

- Each collateral vault contract enables origins 

(0x3cD5854fE3a13707B7882D8290d3caE793a7751A, 

0xB18De9512ac891B926C6B5D6838433ac5e52818b) to change the 

oracle address. In case a new oracle is insecure and can be 

manipulated, this can lead to sharp price changes of collateral 

assets of the vaults, which will undermine collateralization and 

lead to vault liquidations.     

Moreover, it’s important to note that the smart contract 

code quality is not at a high level: a lot of dead code is present in 

the contracts analyzed, different Solidity versions are used across 

the contracts and they are old (0.5.0, 0.5.16, >=0.7.0 <0.8.0). 

^0.8.0 Solidity versions were available before the contracts were 

deployed.  

Another significant insecurity is related to the fact that the 

MELT supply is under control of the Defrost Finance team: 3 

addresses in the Multisig wallets holding 85% of the MELT supply 

belong to the team. Their approvals are enough to move tokens 

from the wallets.  
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― 
Please note that this audit is not financial advice. Conduct your 

own research before investing.  

Review a few audits from multiple different audit providers as one 

audit doesn’t guarantee all issues are detected and that there will 

be no security issues with the project analyzed in the future. 

Moreover, it’s important to consider that some of the information 

given is time-sensitive: the project can update its smart contract 

system, implementing new smart contracts and documentation. 

Therefore, always track changes influencing investing terms. 
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